
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
“Stand, gentlemen, now in front of a woman,

for all the violence imposed on her.
For all the humiliations she has suffered.

For the body that you exploited.
For the intelligence that you have condemned her 

for.
For the ignorance that made you leave her.

For the freedom that you denied her.
For the mouth you shut, and the wings you clipped.

For all this, 
stand, gentlemen, now in front of a woman.“

-W. Shakespare-



Types of violence

ECONOMICAL                                

Denying an ecomical indipendence to a 
woman

PHYSICAL

Hurt or scare the victim



SEXUAL

Attitudes related to the sexual sphere 

(harassment)

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Intimidating, threatening and disparanging 
behavior



Data of feminicides
The data of feminicides have increased by 40% this year mostly during lockdown , because most of 
them happens in family contexts.

Only in Italy there are 150 cases every year. 



Our personal experience at “Centro Donna Lilith”

Last year for the P.C.T.O project we had a direct experience about this theme.

We talked about the different forms of violence and we partecipated in a contest for the realisation of a 
“murales”.

This image is the drawing that we made for the project, and represents the freedom of women to be able to 
became whoever they want.
In fact there are women that do works meant for man like fireman, astronaut, mechanic and officers.



IN CONCLUSION

Violence against women is unfortunately still a daily reality in fact there is a dedicated day. (25th 
november). 

This date is an opportunity to reflect but we should always reflect, because in a well-structured 
society things like violence shouldn’t exist.

It, beyond physical damage, leaves an inner suffering. A physical wound heals after a while, but an 
inner wound remains forever.

Violence of any kind is wrong and no one should be a victim of it.
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